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EVERY GREAT SPEAKER HAS M.A.G.I.C.
That’s what makes it possible for them to lead, influence and charm every audience
What do all great speakers have in common?
They speak with authority, inform and convince with clarity, and charm their listeners
with sincerity. They have impact that leaves their audiences with clear, memorable
and repeatable content.
Above all… they have a coach.
My M.A.G.I.C. method can help you deliver any type of speech or presentation. It is
designed to create a performance your audience will experience as Memorable,
Articulate, Genuine, Insightful and Concise. This method and its insights have been
tested and proven in the classroom and boardroom. They are the fundamental
elements of “The Speech Wiz Speaker’s M.A.G.I.C. Formula”.
As your speech coach, I will guide your skills development so you can…
Make the technical simple
Many of my clients are subject matter or technical experts. They often have a mass
of data they are feel compelled to share with their audiences. This can result in
a speech or presentation that leaves the audience overloaded and worn out. My
speech coaching has proven highly effective in taking the very technical and making
it palatable for peer and lay audiences alike.
“…the president of the association told me my presentation was very professional…
All in all Don.....you did a great job getting me ready for this.
I just kept focusing on your pointers and it took me through quite nicely.”
Kevin Mathews, Director of Health & Environmental Affairs, Nestlé Waters

Lead with confidence
Effective leaders are strong communicators. They speak with clear, organized
and concise thoughts. Most leaders know what they want to say, but don’t always
organize it for the most effective presentation. With the growing trend in today’s
workplace of virtual teams and virtual meetings, the ability to get your point across
concisely and clearly have become critical to your team’s success. My executive
clients know how effective my coaching has been in helping them gain the focus
and techniques they need to be effective and confident speakers.
“Don brings tremendous experience blended with an assortment of practical tools to aid both personal and professional development. Don’s can-do attitude, thoughtful yet constructive feedback, and relentless dedication is inspirational. I would encourage those looking for a solid public speaking and motivational professional to contact Don…”
Jeffrey Levi, Principal at Casey Quirk by Deloitte
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Sell yourself
Speaking is a fantastic way to promote your business and make you stand out in a
crowded marketplace. From professionals to entrepreneurs, the need to effectively
present your uniqueness requires that you be adept at speaking concisely and
clearly to every prospect. The better you speak of yourself, the more confidence
prospects will have in selecting your business. From elevator pitches to product
seminars, I can coach you to speak and present like a pro.
“Don was able to help me overcome any fears and learn to relax during my presentations.
He also came to my first presentation and met with me after to provide
recommendations and advice on how to improve.”
Joe Bottone, President, Corporate Display Specialties, Inc

The Bottom Line
If you have ever wanted to
• master the art of public speaking and presentation,
• conquer the phantoms of fear, and
• tame the beast of thoughtful and effective organized communication,
then I am your speech coach. As The Speech Wiz, I have coached countless numbers
of people to gain significant improvement in their public speaking, presentation and
leadership communication skills. Whether you run a weekly staff meeting or have been
asked to deliver a wedding toast, I can guide you toward the kind of performance that
will make your audience stand up and cheer. I will coach you to develop your speaking
and communication skills into phenomenal abilities that will produce bottom-line
results.

